
arrowing battles between what is real and what is unreal, temptations that take the shape 
of everything from giant whispering wasps to dissatisfied spirits to leather-clad bad boys, the dread-
ful tension between the comfort of the known and the fear of the uncharted: these and other deep, 
dark themes are explored among the titles selected by the SLJ review editors as the best of 2015. 
But lest you think all is heavy and serious, readers will also find quiet meditations on empathy, 
celebrations of life’s simple pleasures, and inspirational stories of courage, rebellion, and the un-
breakable bonds of friendship and family. 

After evaluating several hundred starred titles reviewed over the last year, the editors began a series of nomi-
nations and intense discussions in early fall, all culminating in several rounds of voting that determined the fol-
lowing list of outstanding books for children and teens. Distinguished by stellar writing, luminous artwork, smart 
design, original storytelling, and strong appeal, these books represent a diverse array of voices and viewpoints. 
Among them, readers will find favorite authors, such as Patrick McDonnell (whose gentle, joyful artwork graces 
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Picture Books
BUITRAGO, Jairo. Two White Rabbits. tr. from Spanish by Elisa Ama-

do. illus. by Rafael Yockteng. Groundwood. Tr $18.95. ISBN 
9781554987412. 

K-Gr 3–As a girl and her father travel toward an unnamed border 
with their coyote, they encounter repeated barriers and armed resis-
tance. The spare text and arresting digital artwork present a child’s-
eye view of the journey, as she counts the people who live by the 
train tracks, items on a makeshift barge at the frontera, and the 
clouds in the sky. A timely and powerful book.

COOPER, Elisha. 8: An Animal Alphabet. illus. by author. Scholastic/
Orchard. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780545470834.

PreS-Gr 2–Each page in this oversize volume includes a range of 
creatures—from the lowly ant to the exotic zebu—whose names be-
gin with the featured alphabet letter. Muted watercolors depict the 
denizens of the animal world once, except for the chosen creature, 

which is seen eight times on the page. Why eight? “Because 8 is 
great,” states the author. An abecedarian that will get kids counting. 

DYCKMAN, Ame. Wolfie the Bunny. illus. by Zachariah OHora. Little, 
Brown. Tr $17. ISBN 9780316226141. LC 2013034213.

PreS-Gr 1–Mama and Papa Bunny are charmed by the adorable 
wolf cub they find on their doorstep, but wary Dot is convinced 
that their decision to adopt Wolfie will lead to trouble. OHora’s 
winsome thick-lined acrylics and Dyckman’s simple text work to-
gether to subvert expectations and seamlessly tell a humorous yet 
heartwarming tale of sibling bonding and the often surprising joy 
of family.

ENGlE, Margarita. Drum Dream Girl: How One Girl’s Courage Changed Music. 
illus. by Rafael López. HMH. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9780544102293. 

Gr 1-4–Told unequivocally that drums are only for boys, a daring 
girl dreams incessantly about tapping on tall congas, small bongós, 
and “silvery/moon-bright timbales” until she finds a way to share 

our cover), Rebecca Stead, and Jack Gantos, as well as encounter emerging talents such as Daniel Miyares, Ali 
Benjamin, and  Moïra Fowley-Doyle. 

Each year we notice certain trends emerge from the list—largely unintentional, but amusing nonetheless. This 
year we have several books about chickens—a tender exploration of the cycle of life in Phoebe Wahl’s lushly illustrated 
family story, Sonya’s Chickens, and the humor-filled collection of correspondence and ephemera in Kelly Jones’s 
Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer. Threads of magical realism continue to wind through works 
of middle grade and YA, including Nova Ren Suma’s haunting examination of female relationships in The Walls 
Around Us; Daniel José Older’s Brooklyn-based fantasy, Shadowshaper; and Laura Ruby’s Greek-myth inspired mys-
tery, Bone Gap. Though 2014 saw more biographies of famous fine artists, this year has its fair share of books about 
the creative process: Liniers’s vibrant naive art in Escrito y dibujado por Enriqueta/Written and Drawn by Henrietta, 
an examination of both the frustration of writer’s block and the sheer exhilaration of imagination; Margarita Engle 
and Rafael López’s luscious look at a young musician’s early inspirations in Drum Dream Girl; and Aaron Starmer’s 
mind-bending middle grade novel, The Whisper, a complex rumination on the heavy burden of the creator. 

Reluctant or voracious, emergent or college-bound, readers of all kinds will find windows, mirrors, and doorways 
to unique worlds, unforgettable characters, and heart-piercing stories in this rich assortment of books. Lift the sash, 
turn the knob, step through the looking glass…let’s go! 

Two White Rabbits and 8: An Animal Alphabet
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her music with the world. Lyrical free-verse narrative and fanciful 
color-infused artwork tell a tale inspired by Millo Castro Zaldar-
riaga, a young Chinese-African-Cuban musician who broke gender 
boundaries in early 20th-century Cuba.

HENKEs, Kevin. Waiting. illus. by author. HarperCollins/Greenwil-
low. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780062368430; lib. ed. $18.89. ISBN 
9780062368447. LC 2014030560. 

PreS-K–Five toys wait on a windowsill, with hope, yearning, fear, 
and joy. Henkes’s spare text and subtly expressive illustrations offer 
the youngest pre-readers a literal window into the sometimes scary 
but always wonder-filled world beyond the quiet comforts of what 
is known and what is loved. 

JENKINs, Emily. Toys Meet snow. illus. by Paul O. Zelinsky. Random/
Schwartz & Wade Bks. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780385373302. LC 
2014010935. 

PreS-Gr 2–The lovable playthings from Jenkins and Zelinsky’s 
chapter book series (Random) head outdoors in this picture book 
to investigate the first snowfall of the year. Captivating character-
izations, tenderly tuned text, and endearing illustrations create an 
affectionate ode to the marvels of nature and the cozy contentment 
of friendship. 

SLJ BEST BOOKS 2015

lAWsON, JonArno. sidewalk Flowers. illus. by Sydney Smith. Ground-
wood. Tr $16.95. ISBN 9781554984312. 

K-Gr 3–On the busy streets of an urban landscape, a little girl observes 
and collects colorful weeds and wildflowers from cracks in the pave-
ment. As Dad chats on his cell, the girl lingers, secretly gifting pieces 
of her bouquet to those in need. On wordless, graphic novel–like pan-
els, the mostly black-and-white cityscape slowly fills with soft washes 
of pastel as her not-so-random acts of kindness transform her world.  

lINIERs. Escrito y dibujado por Enriqueta. ISBN 9781935179917.
––––. Written and Drawn by Henrietta. ISBN 9781935179900.
ea vol: illus. by author. TOON Bks. Tr. $12.95.
Gr 2-4–In this celebration of the creative process, Henrietta receives 
a box of colored pencils from her mother and endeavors to write 
“The Monster with Three Heads and Two Hats.” Pushing past her 
writer’s block, the child bounces ideas off Fellini, her cat, and final-
ly gets struck by the muse, her story unfolding in vibrant childlike 
drawings. This masterful graphic novel for emerging readers will 
delight budding artists and writers.

MCDONNEll, Patrick. Thank You and Good Night. illus. by author. Little, 
Brown. Tr $15.99. ISBN 9780316338011. 

PreS-Gr 1–Three adorable animal friends convert a child’s bedtime 
routine into a fun pajama party. After lots of 
games and a little something good to eat, the 
friends wash and brush and snuggle together 
for stories, giving thanks and good-night 
kisses. The sweetly expressive and delight-
ful pen-and-ink and watercolor artwork have 
the look and feel of classic picture books, to 
which McDonnell cleverly pays homage.

MIYAREs, Daniel. Float. illus. by author. S. 
& S. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9781481415248. 
LC 2014016404.
PreS-Gr 3–An imaginative child decked 
out in a yellow raincoat splashes through a 

Wait (above) and Sidewalk Flowers

Float
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stormy day with his wayward paper airplane in this stunning word-
less picture book. Evoking the works of Ezra Jack Keats, Miyares 
adds depth and light to moments of adventure and drama in this 
deceptively simple tale.

PORTIs, Antoinette. Wait. illus. by author. Roaring Brook/Neal Porter 
Bks. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9781596439214. 

PreS-K–As his running-late mother rushes him through their bus-
tling city neighborhood (“Hurry!”), a boy repeatedly stops to ex-
amine the everyday wonders that surround him (“Wait.”) until a 
truly spectacular sight causes both child and parent to pause and 
appreciate (“Yes. Wait.”). Portis’s message and vivacious visuals are 
worth lingering over.

ROsENBERG, liz. What James said. illus. by Matthew Myers. Roaring 
Brook/Neal Porter Bks. Tr $16.99. ISBN 
9781596439085. 

K-Gr 3–A misunderstanding leads a little girl 
to give her BFF the cold shoulder until what 
James actually said is revealed and feelings 
are mended. Authentically kid-centered 
dialogue and art perfectly capture the melo-
drama of elementary-age relationships with 
humor and respect. 

sTEAD, Philip C. lenny & lucy. illus. by Erin E. 
Stead. Roaring Brook/Neal Porter Bks. Tr 
$17.99. ISBN 9781596439320. 

PreS-Gr 2–When Peter and his dog have 
trouble settling into their new house at the 
edge of an ominous wood, the boy constructs 
two pillow-and-blanket guardians that pro-
vide companionship until he meets a flesh-
and-blood friend. Kid-savvy text and handsome 
artwork reveal the spirit-bolstering power of imagination. 

WAHl, Phoebe. sonya’s Chickens. illus. by author. Tundra. Tr $17.99. 
ISBN 9781770497894.
K-Gr 2–A young girl who has been carefully nurturing a trio of 
chickens awakens one night to discover a fox has snatched one of 
her beloved hens. With tenderness and respect for their daughter’s 
heavy heart, Sonya’s parents soothe her tears, remember her fowl, 
and reinforce the coop’s siding, as they try to help her understand 
a fox’s need to provide for its young.

Middle Grade

BENJAMIN, Ali. The Thing About Jellyfish. Little, Brown. Tr $17. ISBN 
9780316380867. LC 2014044025. 

Gr 4-7–Unable to accept that her best friend Franny drowned, Suzy 
determines to find a rational, scientific explanation for this devastat-
ing loss. She sets her mind on the deadly Irukandji jellyfish and con-
tacts a scientist on the other side of the world to help prove her theory. 
Through flashbacks, readers learn about the last few months of Suzy’s 
relationship with Franny and the overwhelming guilt she cannot face. 
A potent exploration of grief and resilience.

GINO, Alex. George. Scholastic. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9780545812542; 
ebk. $16.99. ISBN 9780545812580. 

Gr 4-6–Melissa is like many other fourth-
grade girls; she loves fashion magazines, ex-
perimenting with hairstyles, and talking with 
her best friend. But the outside world sees her 
as the gender to which she was born, not the 
one with which she identifies; they see her as 
George. Nailing the younger middle grade 
voice, Gino offers a straightforward and au-
thentic story, crafting a character whose uni-
versal need for recognition and acceptance 
will be embraced by all readers.  

GRAFF, lisa. lost in the sun. Philomel. Tr $16.99. 
ISBN 9780399164064.
Gr 4-8–During a hockey game, Trent acciden-
tally hits a boy with an undiagnosed heart defect 
in the chest with the puck, killing him. Written 
off as a troublemaker, Trent is an understand-

ably angry kid, but when he meets Fallon, a girl 
with a scarred face, he begins to open up. With genuine characters, re-
latable—often painfully so—family dynamics, and a tender portrayal 
of burgeoning friendship, this is a heartrending yet hopeful tale.

HARDINGE, Frances. Cuckoo song. Abrams/Amulet. Tr $17.95. ISBN 
9781419714801.

Gr 5 Up–Sickly 12-year-old Triss wakes up after an accident with 
a fuzzy memory and an insatiable hunger. Once she encounters 
talking dolls, fairies, and letters from her dead brother, who was 
a casualty of World War I, she soon realizes that there are darker 

Sonya’s Chickens
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forces at work trying to destroy her family. A creepy tour de force, 
Hardinge’s novel is a rich and atmospheric exploration of identity, 
family, grief, and loss.

HUNT, lynda Mullaly. Fish in a Tree. 288p.  Penguin/Nancy Paulsen 
Bks. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9780399162596; ebk. $10.99. ISBN 
9781101601327. 

Gr 4-6–Daughter of a military man and a waitress, Ally has moved sev-
en times in seven years—allowing her learning disability to go undiag-
nosed as her self-esteem plummets. She simply considers herself too 
dumb to learn and hides her inability to read by getting into trouble. 
In walks Mr. Daniels, a teacher who finally sees beyond her bristly 
bravado and offers her empowerment. A nuanced portrayal that hums 
with middle grade authenticity and brims with heart.

JAMIEsON, Victoria. Roller Girl. illus. by author. Dial. pap. $12.99. 
ISBN 9780803740167; ebk. $9.99. ISBN 9780698190610. 

Gr 4-8–Once 12-year-old Astrid sees roller derby for the first time, 
she’s totally hooked. All she needs to do is learn to skate, hold her own 
among her rough-and-tumble peers, and figure out how to navigate 
the vagaries of junior high friendships. This viva-
cious, colorful read is full of rink action and crazy 
skater names, with an awesome heroine at its core.

JONEs, Kelly. Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poul-
try Farmer. illus. by Katie Kath. Knopf. Tr $16.99. 
ISBN 9780385755528; lib. ed. $19.99. ISBN 
9780385755535; ebk. ISBN 9780385755542. 
LC 2013050736. 

Gr 4-6–When city girl Sophie moves to her late 
great-uncle’s farm, the one bright spot is a chance 
to raise chickens. The narrative is composed of let-
ters to her Great-Uncle Jim and Abuelita in heav-
en, along with correspondence with the Redwood 
Farm Supply company, the source of the rather un-
usual fowl. In addition to the challenges of caring for super-powered 
chickens, Sophie handles microaggressions in a homogenous small 
town. A charming chapter book with humor and magic reminiscent 
of the works of Roald Dahl.  

KEllY, Erin Entrada. Blackbird Fly. HarperCollins/Greenwillow. Tr 
$16.99. ISBN 9780062238610.

Gr 5-8–Originally from the Philippines and living in Louisiana, 
Apple sees the personal traits that set her apart as a deep source of 
shame. Convinced that her first-generation immigrant mother will 
never understand her, the girl yearns to play the guitar in order to 
forge a connection to her now-deceased Beatles-loving father. Kelly 
has created an authentic tween voice with Apple, whose hope, deter-
mination, and passion let her soar.

MARsHAll, Joseph, III. In the Footsteps of Crazy Horse. Abrams/Amulet. 
Tr $16.95. ISBN 9781419707858. 

Gr 4-8–Bullied by classmates about his light coloring, an 11-year-old 
Lakota boy embarks on a road trip with his storyteller grandfather to 
learn about his heritage—and himself—by visiting landmarks linked 

to the great 19th-century Lakota leader. A vividly told, emotionally 
multifaceted, and eye-opening journey into American history.

OPPEl, Kenneth. The Nest. illus. by Jon Klassen. S. & S. Tr $16.99. 
ISBN 9781481432320. 

Gr 5-7–An anxious tween with a new baby brother begins dreaming 
about otherworldly wasps. As the real and surreal begin to blur, the 
Queen makes a stunning offer: she can take away the sickly baby, 
who suffers from a congenital condition, and replace it with a perfect 
changeling. A suffocating sense of dread pervades this deeply layered 
psychological thriller, as the boy’s nightmares leach into his daily life.

sPIEGElMAN, Nadja. lost in NYC: A subway Adventure. ISBN 
9781935179818. 

––––. Perdidos en NYC: una aventura en el metro. tr. by Lola Moral. 
Spanish ed. ISBN 9781935179856. 

ea vol: illus. by Sergio García Sánchez. TOON Bks./TOON Graph-
ics. Tr. $16.95. 

Gr 4-7–Pablo’s first day at his new school coincides with a field trip 
to the Empire State Building, and a series of mishaps ensue when 

he and his partner get separated from the rest of the 
class. Fun and engaging cartoon art, cutaways with 
above- and below-ground views, photographs, infor-
mative asides about the NYC subway system, and a 
map all contribute to the story of a boy learning to 
navigate his surroundings and find his way home.

sTARMER, Aaron. The Whisper. (The Riverman Trilo-
gy: Bk. 2). Farrar. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9780374363116; 
ebk. $9.99. ISBN 9780374363123. 
Gr 6-9–In this sequel to The Riverman (2014), Alistair 
journeys into Aquavania, a hidden universe of con-
nected worlds created by “daydreamers.” In search 
of his lost friend, Fiona, he makes his way from one 
psychedelic landscape to the next, hot on the trail of 

a creature known as The Whisper, who’s sucking the life force from 
the daydreamers and overtaking their worlds. Dark and strange, this 
is a wholly original tale that combines real-life horror, fantasy, and 
mythology and reverberates with complex themes about creation, re-
sponsibility, and imagination. 

sTEAD, Rebecca. Goodbye stranger. Random/Wendy Lamb Bks. Tr 
$16.99. ISBN 9780385743174. 

Gr 6-9–Bridge finds herself growing apart from her best friends, 
Sherm writes letters to a now-absent grandfather whom he des-
perately misses, and, unable to face a day at school, an unnamed 
girl roams the streets. Displaying an intuitive understanding of the 
fraught period between childhood and adolescence, Stead deftly 
blends multiple threads and perspectives to tell a quirky and ten-
der coming-of-age story laced with themes of gender, identity, loss, 
and the complexity of friendship.

WIllIAMs-GARCIA, Rita. Gone Crazy in Alabama. HarperCollins/Amis-
tad. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9780062215871; lib. ed. $17.89. ISBN 
9780062215888; ebk. $9.99. ISBN 9780062215901. 
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Gr 4-6–In this follow-up to One Crazy Summer (2010) and P.S. Be 
Eleven (2013), the intrepid Gaither sisters travel from their home in 
Brooklyn to visit their relatives in rural Alabama. Delphine, Vonet-
ta, and Fern become embroiled in family drama and end up taking 
sides in the divisive dynamics. Yet when a natural disaster occurs, 
several generations of relatives pull together, and Delphine learns a 
bit about mercy and the true meaning of sisterhood.

YA
AlMOND, David. The Tightrope Walkers. Candlewick. Tr $17.99. ISBN 

9780763673109.
Gr 9 Up–Dominic Hall, a British youth from a working-class fam-
ily, finds himself wavering between attachment to his childhood 
friend, the artistic Holly Stroud, and the literary future he dreams 
of, and the powerful, inexplicable draw of Vincent McAlinden, a 
violent neighborhood bully. Set in the shadow of the 1960s ship-
building community on the banks of the River Tyne, this beauti-
fully written story is as taut and as exhilarating as the high wire.

FOWlEY-DOYlE, Moïra. The Accident season. Penguin/Kathy Dawson 
Bks. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780525429487. LC 2014047858.

Gr 10 Up–Cara’s family has learned to expect that October will 
bring injuries—from broken bones to fatalities. It’s a history that 
they haven’t questioned until the 17-year-old, her sister, and her 
stepbrother are confronted with family secrets. Brimming with 
characters and spirits both naive and nefarious and a setting 
steeped in mystery and myth, this haunting debut will linger long 
in readers’ imaginations. 

FRANK, E. R. Dime. S. & S./Atheneum. Tr $17.99. ISBN 978148 
1431606; ebk. $10.99. ISBN 9781481431620.

Gr 9 Up–Plucked out of a bleak foster home by the manipulative 
pimp Daddy and groomed into a life of prostitution, 13-year-old 
Dime gives voice to her pain as she attempts to write a note, the 
intent of which is revealed toward the end of the book. Exploring an 
oft-overlooked subject, Frank has crafted an honest and raw true-to-
life narrative—and one laced with the barest sliver of hope.

GANTOs, Jack. The Trouble in Me. Farrar. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780374379957.
Gr 7-10–Jack walks the line between good and bad, longing to ex-
tinguish his obedient, gentle, and—in his eyes—weak side. When 

he meets smooth Gary Pagoda, a delinquent with a penchant for 
pyromania, he takes a sharp turn toward what he sees as strength and 
masculinity. In this autobiographical novel, Gantos expertly conveys 
the dark, even savage elements of the coming-of-age process with an 
immediacy that will resonate with a variety of readers.

GIlBERT, Kelly loy. Conviction. Disney-Hyperion. Tr $17.99. ISBN 
9781423197386; ebk. ISBN 9781484719435.

Gr 8 Up–High school baseball star Braden is the only witness to the 
car accident that killed a police officer. His father, a Christian radio 
personality, was behind the wheel. When his prodigal older brother 
returns, Braden’s convictions about his father, their family’s past, 
and his faith in God waver. Alternating between the present and 
past, with baseball metaphors sprinkled throughout, this poignant 
debut shines with the hope of truth and forgiveness.

NICHOlsON, Hope, ed. Moonshot: The Indigenous Comics Collection. 
illus. by various. 176p. Alternate History. pap. $17.99. ISBN 
9780987715258.

Gr 5 Up–An eclectic and innovative collection of short comics cre-
ated by and about Native peoples. Ranging in format, genre, and art 
style, this work features vignettes based on traditional stories by pow-
erhouse authors Richard van Camp, Buffy Sainte-Marie, and many 
more, each presenting nuanced depictions of the diversity within 
the First Nations people. Masterful storytelling with awe-inducing 
art that jumps off the page.

OlDER, Daniel José. shadowshaper. Scholastic/Arthur A. Levine 
Bks. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780545591614; ebk. $17.99. ISBN 
9780545591621. 

Gr 7 Up–Motivated by unnerving events in her Bed-Stuy neigh-
borhood, including a weeping mural and creepy street-shuffling 
corpses, Sierra Santiago begins to unravel a nightmarish mystery 
that brings to light secrets about her Puerto Rican family’s heri-
tage and ultimately releases the magic hidden within her soul. 
A comfortable-in-her-own-skin heroine, magnetic portrayals of a 
multicultural cast, and scintillating suspense make for a knock-
out thriller.

PÉREZ, Ashley Hope. Out of Darkness. Carolrhoda Lab. Tr $18.99. 
ISBN 9781467742023.

Gr 9 Up–Set in 1937 Texas and focusing on the events leading up 
to and immediately following the New London School explosion—
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the deadliest school disaster in American history—this melancholic 
novel tells the ill-fated love story of Mexican American Naomi and 
African American Wash. Pérez’s honest prose lyrically explores rac-
ism and sexism while giving voice to those who have been marginal-
ized within American history. A compelling tearjerker. 

REYNOlDs, Jason & Brendan Kiely. All American Boys. S. & S./Athene-
um/Caitlyn Dlouhy Bks. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9781481463331.

Gr 8 Up–Black teen Rashad is assaulted by a white police officer. 
White classmate Quinn, who was practically raised by the police 
officer, witnessed it. When a video of the brutal event surfaces, the 
school, city, and country explode with protests and outrage, and 
the two protagonists must examine who they are and what they 
believe. Told in alternating chapters, this timely YA novel presents 
a stirring account of two young men coming to grips with the rac-
ism that pervades this country and the steps they must take to turn 
the centuries-long tide.

ROWEll, Rainbow. Carry On. St. Martin’s Griffin. Tr $19.99. ISBN 
9781250049551.

Gr 7 Up–In this ode to “Harry Potter,” “The Chosen One” trope, 
and fanfiction, Rowell creates an amusing but layered world filled 
with relatable protagonists, hero quests, and unforgettable friend-
ships. Simon Snow, first introduced in Fangirl (2013), is fated to 
change the world of magic but can’t seem to control his powers. 
When he realizes that he would rather kiss than kill his nemesis, 
the teen wizard is finally able to fulfill 
his destiny. Equal parts fantasy and re-
alistic fiction, this genre-bending title, 
overflowing with joy and magic, tack-
les big questions, such as identity, love, 
class, and power. 

RUBY, laura. Bone Gap. HarperCol-
lins/Balzer + Bray. Tr $17.99. ISBN 
9780062317605.

Gr 10 Up–A thought-provoking look 
at our culture’s obsession with beauty. 
With echoes of the Persephone myth, 
this magical realism tale centers on 
Finn’s search for the missing Roza, his older brother’s love and 
the town sweetheart. Alternating chapters from his and her points 
of view reveal the sinister and otherworldly nature of Roza’s ab-
ductor. Ruby’s lush language, intricate plotting, and impeccable 
sentence-level writing make this a winning title for sophisticated 
teen readers.

sHABAZZ, Ilyasah with Kekla Magoon. X: A Novel. Candlewick. Tr 
$16.99. ISBN 9780763669676.

Gr 8 Up–Malcolm X’s daughter collaborates with acclaimed young 
adult author Magoon to craft this historical novel about the civil rights 
leader’s formative years. From Malcolm Little’s impoverished child-
hood in Michigan to his downward spiral into a life of excess and 
crime in New York City, the work chronicles how a troubled young 
man found his true self and changed the world.

sHUsTERMAN, Neal. Challenger Deep. illus. by Brendan Shusterman. 
HarperCollins/HarperTeen. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780061134111. 

Gr 9 Up–Fourteen-year-old Caden Bosch lives two realities: the one 
where he’s a high schooler struggling with anxiety, compulsions, and 
the belief that people are trying to kill him; and one in which he’s part 
of a motley crew of pirates aboard a ship bound for the Challenger 
Deep, the deepest place on Earth, located in the Pacific Ocean along 
the Mariana Trench. A fittingly surreal and heartbreaking exploration 
into the mind of a teen battling mental illness.

sIlVERA, Adam. More Happy Than Not. Soho Teen. Tr $18.99. ISBN 
9781616955601; ebk. $18.99. ISBN 9781616955618. 

Gr 9 Up–There’s plenty that 16-year-old Aaron Soto would like to 
forget, including life in the poverty-ridden Bronx projects, his fa-
ther’s suicide, and his own attempt to carve a smile into his wrist, 
but he only seriously considers a cutting-edge “memory-relief pro-
cedure” when his all-consuming friendship with Thomas turns into 
unrequited love. Characters with straight-up street cred, a heart-
searing narrative, and a must-reread resolution provide an unforget-
table look at gender identity and coming-of-age issues. 

sTEVENsON, Noelle. Nimona. illus. by author. HarperCollins/Harp-
erTeen. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780062278234; pap. $12.99. ISBN 
9780062278227.

Gr 7 Up–A rambunctious shape-shifter is in search of a supervillain 
to assist, and the brilliant Lord Ballister Blackheart fits the bill. As 

they plan to take down Sir Ambrosius 
Goldenloin and the Institution of Law 
Enforcement and Heroics, their not-all-
that-nefarious intentions go awry and 
Nimona’s powers get out of control, en-
dangering the entire kingdom. An ode 
to girl power, friendship, and teamwork, 
this vibrant full-color work, filled with 
witty dialogue and touching moments, 
charms and delights.

sUMA, Nova Ren. The Walls Around 
Us. Algonquin. Tr $17.95. ISBN 
9781616203726. 

Gr 9 Up–In alternating narratives that flow fluidly between past and 
present, weaving in elements of magical realism and spine-tingling 
ghost story, the tales of two teen girls, a convicted killer and a Juil-
liard-bound ballerina, collide. Haunting prose and brilliantly paced 
revelations culminate in an unconventional conclusion. 

WYNNE-JONEs, Tim. The Emperor of Any Place. Candlewick. Tr $17.99. 
ISBN 9780763669737.

Gr 9 Up–Evan’s world comes crashing down when his father dies 
and his estranged grandfather moves in. But after discovering a 
manuscript filled with journal entries from a Japanese soldier and 
an American Marine stranded during World War II on an island in 
the Pacific inhabited by spirits, the teen uncovers secrets about his 
own family. An utterly absorbing tale that examines war, death, and 
grief in an entirely new light.
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YOON, Nicola. Everything, Everything. Delacorte. Tr $18.99. ISBN 
9780553496642. 

Gr 10 Up–Madeline has spent 18 years at home with only her doc-
tor mother and a nurse to care for her rare form of Severe Com-
bined Immunodeficiency (SCID) and can’t risk exposure to the 
world beyond her highly controlled environment. When a boy her 
age moves next door, he wreaks havoc with her regimented rou-
tine and makes her acutely aware of all that she’s been missing. A 
tender and bittersweet romance with a jaw-dropping twist.

Nonfiction
ANDERsON, M.T. symphony for the City of the Dead: Dmitri shostakov-

ich and the siege of leningrad. Candlewick. Tr $24.99. ISBN 
9780763668181. 

Gr 9 Up–Anderson vividly sets the scene with Shostakovich’s young 
years on the eve of the revolution and the Lenin era, his coming-of-
age as a composer, and the rise of Stalin’s reign of terror. The central 
story of the creation and performance of the Leningrad Symphony 
while the city was in the crippling throes of a two-and-a-half year 
siege is devastating, enlightening, and, ultimately, inspiring. A nar-
rative nonfiction triumph.

BAUsUM, Ann. stonewall: Breaking Out in the Fight for Gay Rights. Vi-
king. Tr $16.99. ISBN 9780670016792.

Gr 8 Up–The radicalization of the American gay community can 
be traced back to a sweltering night in June 1969, when a riot 
erupted outside a bar in New York City’s West Village. The legacy 
of that event and the gay rights movement that ensued are brought 
into sharp focus in this engrossing, well-documented history fea-
turing eyewitness accounts and black-and-white archival images. 
An important contribution to discussions of civil rights—both yes-
terday and today. 

BROWN, Don. Aaron and Alexander. illus. by author. Roaring Brook. Tr 
$17.99. ISBN 9781596439986. 

Gr 3-5–Following the lives of Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamil-
ton from childhood to the duel that left Hamilton dead, Brown 
lays out the similarities and differences between the two men. 
Through muted yet expressive watercolors, spare yet elegant text, 
and a clever design that visually compares and contrasts the pair, 
Brown humanizes two Founding Fathers and illuminates a seem-
ingly senseless act of violence.

BROWN, Don. Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans. illus. by 
author. HMH. Tr $18.99. ISBN 9780544157774. 

Gr 7 Up–Attention-grabbing text, harrowing eyewitness accounts, 
and enlightening—and emotionally unflinching—sepia-hued illus-
trations pull readers into the eye of the storm. This riveting graphic 
novel chronicles the hurricane’s destructiveness, the awful reality of 
trying to survive, and the many human failures that made Katrina’s 
impact all the more devastating.

GOlIO, Gary. Bird & Diz. illus. by Ed Young. Candlewick. Tr $19.99. 
ISBN 9780763666606. LC 2013955678.

Gr 3 Up–With bursts of rhythm and flashes of color, the spirit and 
genius of bebop artists Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie are 
captured in a tribute to their classic rendition of “Salt Peanuts.” 
Author and illustrator offer a virtuoso performance, mirroring that 
of the performers as text and images skit-scat and swirl between 
the artists, through a jazz club, and across the pages of this con-
certina. Dazzling.

HARTlAND, Jessie. steve Jobs: Insanely Great. illus. by Jessie Hartland. 
Random/Schwartz & Wade Bks. Tr $22.95. ISBN 9780307982957; 
lib. ed. $25.95. ISBN 9780307982964. LC 2014005768. 

Gr 8 Up–This hip and cool graphic biography, drawn in India ink 
and black pencil with a hand-lettered text, encapsulates the life of 
the great American inventor and entrepreneur, his influences and 
innovations, and his challenges and contradictions. Fully loaded 
with information, tech descriptions, and quotes, the smart and styl-
ish presentation takes graphic nonfiction to new heights. 

HOOsE, Phillip. The Boys Who Challenged Hitler: Knud Pedersen and 
the Churchill Club. Farrar. Tr $19.99. ISBN 9780374300227; ebk. 
$9.99. ISBN 9780374302726. 

Gr 7 Up–Ashamed that Denmark did not resist German occupation 
in April 1940, 14-year-old Knud Pedersen and friends decided to “dis-
rupt” German activity in their hometown. On bicycles and on foot, 
the boys began by destroying directional signs and progressed to blow-
ing up railroad cars. Impeccable research, including hours of inter-
views with Pedersen, support this spellbinding narrative documenting 
the teens’ incredible courage, exploits, and imprisonment.

HUGHEs, langston. sail Away. illus. by Ashley Bryan. S. & S./Athene-
um. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9781481430852. 

Gr 1-5–Collecting and illustrating sea-themed verse by Hughes, 
Bryan frames the famed poet in a new light that will appeal to 
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poetry fans and newcomers alike. The cut-paper collages pulsate 
with energy and life and echo the passion of Hughes’s words. A 
luminescent oceanic love song.

JANECZKO, Paul B. The Death of the Hat: A Brief History of Poetry in 50 
Objects. illus. by Chris Raschka. Candlewick. Tr $17.99. ISBN 
9780763669638. LC 2013957308. 

Gr 3 Up–This ambitious themed anthology traces the evolution 
of poetry from the Middle Ages to the present day by selecting 50 
pieces from around the world written about single objects—a cat, 
street lanterns, manhole covers—or natural occurrences—clouds, 
snowflakes, a rose. The sweeping disparate selections are unified 
and vivified by Raschka’s dazzling watercolor interpretations. A po-
etic stroll through time.

MANZANO, sONIA. Becoming Maria: love and Chaos in the south Bronx. 
Scholastic. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9780545621847.

Gr 9 Up–A heartbreaking memoir about how the iconic Latina edu-
cator and TV personality found her way to Sesame Street from her 
modest upbringing in the South Bronx. Opening with fragments 
from her early childhood and ending with her life-changing audition 
for the educational program, the book 
includes vignettes that offer glimpses of 
a singular coming-of-age filled with pov-
erty and violence but also with love and 
music. A stark and powerful work.

NElsON, Marilyn. My seneca Vil-
lage. Namelos. Tr $21.95. ISBN 
9781608981960. 

Gr 5 Up–Nelson infuses life into a 
long-gone 19th-century multiethnic 
New York City community that was 
destroyed by the creation of Central 
Park. Poetic forms as diverse as the 
village residents paint visceral and 
verbally rich portraits of individuals, 
friends, and neighbors, capturing the 
tenor of this forgotten place and time.

PAUl, Miranda. Water Is Water: A Book 
About the Water Cycle. illus. by Jason Chin. Roaring Brook/Neal 
Porter Bks. Tr $17.99. ISBN 9781596439849. 

PreS-Gr 2–Information fuses with imagination as two siblings expe-
rience the wondrous ways that water changes form, from cool sum-
mertime quaff to autumn fog, fast-skating winter ice, and springtime 
snowmelt. Readers will relish poring over the effervescent rhymes 
and winsome action-filled paintings as they soak up the science.

PINKNEY, Andrea Davis. Rhythm Ride: A Road Trip Through the Motown 
sound. Roaring Brook. Tr $19.99. ISBN 9781596439733.

Gr 5 Up–“The Groove” takes readers on a tour of the origins and 
demise of Motown, the musical powerhouse responsible for Di-
ana Ross, Michael Jackson, and Stevie Wonder. Centering around 
Berry Gordy, the talented visionary and eventual mogul, the inge-

nious narration highlights the company’s humble beginnings, its 
successes and failures, and its place in sociocultural history. A well-
researched and melodic ride.

ROCKlIFF, Mara. Mesmerized: How Ben Franklin solved a Mystery That 
Baffled All of France. illus. by Iacopo Bruno. Candlewick. Tr 
$17.99. ISBN 9780763663513. LC 2014939337. 

Gr 2-5–The elegant Dr. Mesmer and his mysterious force—said to 
alter minds and cure illnesses—had Paris entranced in 1776, until 
Ben Franklin, visiting France to seek support for America’s revo-
lutionaries, stepped in with his no-nonsense attitude and scientific 
method to unmask un charlatan. Playful narrative and witty artwork 
provide an elucidating glimpse at history.

sHEINKIN, steve. Most Dangerous: Daniel Ellsberg and the secret History of 
the Vietnam War. Roaring Brook. Tr $19.99. ISBN 9781596439528.

Gr 7 Up–Sheinkin’s gripping and explosive story of Daniel Ellsberg, 
whose decision to release copies of the Pentagon Papers to the press 
transformed public opinion about the Vietnam War and shattered 
Americans’ trust in the government, immerses teens in this turbulent 
era. This expertly researched and provocative work will enthrall read-

ers and have them questioning author-
ity and pondering the role of the media 
and the ethics of whistle-blowing.

TONATIUH, Duncan. Funny Bones: Posada 
and His Day of the Dead Calaveras. illus. 
by author. Abrams. Tr $18.95. ISBN 
9781419716478. LC 2014042319.
Gr 2-5–His name may not be familiar 
to many, but José Guadalupe Posada’s 
calavera prints featuring strutting skel-
etons in their Day of the Dead finery 
are legendary. Tonatiuh recounts the 
life, times, career, and legacy of this 
19th-century Mexican artist, mingling 
his own signature earth-toned art with 
reproductions of the master’s work. A 
handsomely designed picture book, 
supported by explanations and illustra-
tions of the printing process, notes on 

the holiday, and a glossary of art and Spanish terms.

YOON, JooHee, ed. Beastly Verse. illus. by author. Enchanted Lion. Tr 
$18.95. ISBN 9781592701667.

K-Gr 4–A psychedelic collection of animal-themed poems by Lew-
is Carroll, William Blake, Christina Rossetti, and more. Yoon’s 
vibrant Pantone illustrations transport readers through a menag-
erie of fanciful creatures. For added fun, four of the 16 poems 
are presented on spreads that fold out, adding to the whimsy and 
playfulness of this imaginative romp.   

Mesmerized: How Ben Franklin Solved  
a Mystery That Baffled All of France
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